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Marine Monitoring of Australia’s Indigenous Sea Country using Remote Technologies

by Martial Depczynski, Kylie Cook, Katherine Cure, Harriet Davies, Libby Evans-Illidge, Tracey Lee Forester, Kevin George, Jackie Gould, Azton Howard, Daniel Oades, Jim Underwood, and Mathew Wyatt
A Case Study in Integrating Traditional and Scientific Knowledge
Australia’s Indigenous Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples have been managing their Sea Country for many thousands of years. Examples of traditional sea resource management practices include seasonal closures, community sharing of food resources to minimize waste, protocols governing who may take and consume particular species from certain areas, and agreements on total allowable catches in an effort to avoid overexploitation. These practices have adequately preserved the biodiversity and abundance of marine food resources throughout history under the low-population environment of Australia’s pre-colonial times (i.e., before 1788).

Unlike pre-colonial times, however, Australia’s marine environments are now under increasing cumulative pressures from many modern-day sources. Potential threats include coastal and offshore development; shipping, mining, recreational and commercial fishing; and the complex ever-evolving effects of global climate change. In reply, modern marine science has developed technologies and methods to accurately track and monitor some of these impacts on the marine environment as an aid to management agencies, but while scientists may have a unique set of tools and technologies at their disposal, this is often coupled with a limited understanding of the local significance (both cultural and ecological) of different flora and fauna, tides, currents, seasons, places, and the links among them. In essence, scientists new to an area lack the sort of detailed place-based perspectives which Indigenous Australians have gained through a deep connection to country that only an enduring history can provide.

Acknowledging the value of both scientific and Indigenous management cultures has led to a desire to address issues of Indigenous sea management by integrating traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) with modern marine ecological science technologies. This integration has great potential to provide a unique, powerful, and inclusive perspective for managing today’s environmental issues, but comes with significant challenges. The marine environment seen through the eyes of local Indigenous People is very different to how a visiting scientist views it. TEK is based on experiential knowledge passed down orally and is therefore qualitative and subjective. In contrast, scientific methodologies are based on a philosophy of objectivity that utilizes quantitative data to narrate a story. Moreover, science tends to compartmentalize each component of an ecosystem (i.e., reductionism) and then reassemble these components (usually through a mathematical model) based on ecological concepts and principles. This process is science’s way of gaining a more holistic understanding of how the natural world works. This is in striking contrast to that of Indigenous Peoples who relate to, think about, and engage with the natural world through a sense of their inclusive place within it. Because of this, the identity of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Peoples is inextricably linked with the surrounding environment and the way it functions, marking Indigenous People as natural holistic ecologists.

Despite these stark differences, the combination of TEK and scientific ecological knowledge (SEK) can make for informative bedfellows where marine environmental management is concerned. Each perspective can lead to insightful and holistic research questions which may sit outside the paradigm of the other’s perspective. TEK provides powerful insights into ecological relationships, and can direct research efforts towards producing impactful science that is culturally-important and has utilitarian and tangible management benefits for local residents. In return, science can provide technologies and methodologies sensitively attuned to monitoring environmental change in today’s rapidly-changing and complex marine environment.

“Monitoring” by its very definition is a unifying thread that is familiar to TEK and SEK because they both use direct
observation to identify changes through time in environmental conditions. Such observations detect departures from expected or past environmental trends and biological conditions. Those seen as negative, and which illicit some level of alarm, prompt discussion and management responses to redress the issue. Although the paradigms through which ecological function, ecological change, and environmental management are understood vary significantly across cultures, monitoring even in its most basic form is an intuitive and familiar concept to all communities whose survival is dependent upon being able to observe, explain, predict, and adapt to their environment.

The Australian Institute of Marine Science (AIMS) has been at the forefront of marine scientific monitoring of Australia’s tropical marine ecosystems for decades. AIMS maintains some of the largest, longest, and most comprehensive marine monitoring programs and databases in the world. Although AIMS makes significant efforts to monitor Australia’s marine estate, the extensive remote nature of Australia’s coastline virtually guarantees that there are large geographic areas with little or no scientific information. The vast majority of these areas are found in Australia’s remotest regions, many of which are inhabited by Indigenous communities that exercise a strong right to self-determination and internal governance. As recognition of the rights of Indigenous Peoples to their traditional lands and seas becomes more widely accepted in western society, governments are trying to include Indigenous Australians in the governance of their marine estates.

Indigenous Saltwater Peoples’ systems of law and governance, while locally diverse, all involve a responsibility to manage Sea Country effectively and sustainably, and are exemplified by a deep spiritual relationship with nature. Although government management frameworks universally fall short of allowing for the full enactment of management responsibilities as conferred under Indigenous systems of law and governance, there has over recent decades been a strong and welcomed investment in supporting a very successful Indigenous Land and Sea Ranger program in Australia through Commonwealth Government funding. There are now over one hundred and twenty ranger groups operating across Australia’s vast land and seascapes (Figure 1). These Ranger groups deploy a range of traditional and scientific management tools to plan and implement works which protect the cultural and ecological values of Country in the context of contemporary threatening processes.

AIMS has a long history of working side-by-side with Indigenous Australians in the marine arena in monitoring, mariculture, and pure research science projects. Recently, the creation of a new strategy document (AIMS Strategy 2025) has led to a charter to develop and enhance new capabilities. In recognition of the long historical role in managing Sea Country and the vast wealth of knowledge held by Indigenous Australians, a major objective of the AIMS Strategy 2025 is to grow meaningful science collaborations and partnerships with Traditional Owners (TOs) of Sea Country that carefully considers their management aspirations. Within this, a primary goal is to develop insightful ways to incorporate both SEK and TEK into research and monitoring projects. An important part of realizing this goal involves the joint production of a dedicated marine monitoring manual called Listening to Sea Country: A Monitoring Manual for Indigenous Marine Rangers. In this manual, robust and scientific standard operating procedures (SOPs) for marine monitoring are co-developed with Indigenous Marine Ranger groups throughout northern Australia. The written manual is supplemented by: 1) a series of freely available, online instructional videos for each monitoring SOP to increase accessibility to those with limited formal education; and 2) on-country workshops where TEK is articulated through participatory mapping and planning exercises, to ensure that a marine monitoring program is developed
Figure 1: Indigenous Ranger Groups funded by the Commonwealth of Australia as of 2015. Map taken from the Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet.
which incorporates the specific ecological settings and management goals of local communities. The SOPs thus aim to make scientific monitoring methodologies available to Rangers to utilize where and when they and their communities identify they may usefully complement local knowledge and management practices.

Joint development of marine monitoring SOPs by AIMS and Indigenous Marine Ranger groups is intentionally focused on new technological advances to provide enhanced and rapid resolution of ecological patterns. These monitoring technologies are partly captured through the use of modern off-the-shelf data logging instruments for physical and chemical parameters (e.g., temperature, turbidity, salinity, pH, dissolved oxygen) and partly through the use of underwater still and video imagery to quantify ecological patterns in biological communities through time (e.g., fish or benthic monitoring). However, the choice and development of each technology has to meet two additional criteria for inclusion in the manual. Firstly, data produced from the methods must be able to be interrogated at various levels of sophistication to increase utility by the full range of custodians and stakeholders (i.e., for monitoring, research, management). An example might be underwater videos that can be easily and quickly analyzed by local ranger groups to derive up-to-date estimates of the stock health for a handful of fish species that are culturally important; but the entire fish assemblage and surrounding habitat could also be quantified by a team of scientists as part of a more detailed regional or global scientific program. Secondly, because scientific monitoring is fundamentally aimed at quantifying changes through time, SOPs must provide a permanent, standardized and unbiased historical record that can be revisited at any time to ensure data quality and integrity. Here we concentrate on two ecological marine monitoring SOPs that meet these criteria to illustrate the process of how we draw on traditional knowledge and scientific monitoring methodologies to provide a powerful and effective platform for adaptively managing Australia’s marine environment: 1) Baited Remote Underwater Video Stations (BRUVS) for the quantification of fish abundance and diversity; and 2) DropCam to map and survey the living and non-living components of the seafloor.

Integrating Traditional and Scientific Knowledge for Effective Marine Monitoring

Remote Indigenous communities in Australia have long been involved in scientific surveys, the results of which have produced a range of outcomes. Through observation and discussions with Indigenous People, our personal thoughts on this process (from a marine scientists’ perspective) can be summarized as: 1) many local communities are unsure how science translates into looking after country (i.e., there is no obvious link between science and traditional management); and 2) the difference between research and monitoring is not clear (i.e., there is no distinction between what type of information research provides as opposed to the way in which monitoring data can contribute to management decision making). This is because 3) Indigenous participants on research projects are often only a part of one or two of the many steps involved in executing a scientific project from start to finish (often during the field-based data gathering phase – less commonly in the research design stage or data analysis and interpretation phase); and 4) scientists often do not follow through on returning results to communities in a way that coherently explains the relevance of their findings for Sea Country management.

Similarly, as scientists we often struggle to understand: 1) the kinds of TEK held by local communities; 2) how to approach eliciting this information in a culturally appropriate way (recognizing that different knowledge is owned by different members within Indigenous communities); 3) how to understand this knowledge given the very different language and cultural constructs through which it is explained; and 4) the research or monitoring priorities of local communities.
These shortfalls in cross-cultural understanding need to be addressed if we are to understand what we can achieve together. In terms of co-developing a monitoring framework, a vital first step is a shared understanding of the monitoring process (as a scientific construct), what it can (and cannot) deliver, and the appropriate science tools to use for developing a clear, targeted long-term monitoring strategy. Equally important is understanding what ecosystems/species need to be monitored and why – particularly in the context of local management priorities that value the cultural as well as ecological functions of each environmental resource. So the question arises – how can we utilize the vast but very different knowledge base of each group in a way that enhances our combined capacities to better manage Australia’s marine environment?

The Australian Institute of Marine Science and the Bardi Jawi people of the southern Kimberley region of northwest Australia (see Area 3 in Western Australia in Figure 1) embarked on a project that began by developing a strong working relationship built on mutual trust, respect, and knowledge over a number of years. From this position, we co-developed an individually-tailored marine monitoring program during a week-long on-country workshop which first and foremost acknowledged the extensive and valuable traditional ecological knowledge of the community. To do this, project teams consisting of scientists, Indigenous Rangers, and Traditional Owners collaboratively adapted participatory mapping methodologies to document the spatial ecological knowledge of Bardi Jawi Sea Country. Initially using large paper maps and coloured pens to denote various ecological attributes of their Sea Country (Figure 2), these maps were then digitized using standard geographic information system (GIS) software. Local
Bardi Jawi language names were used and confirmation of what each name specifically related to was critical to ensure everyone was talking about the same ecological item(s). For example, a local community may have a number of names in their language for mangroves which differentiate between cohorts of species based on different characteristics in comparison to those used in scientific and common English nomenclature. On the produced electronic GIS map, various layers can be added or taken away as needed (e.g., those containing ecological, cultural or spiritual information) and the appropriate information layers used to inform the development of a marine monitoring sampling regime which directly addressed Bardi Jawi management objectives.

Once mapping was complete, we collectively identified which ecological attributes were most important and what resources were available to the rangers to monitor these in the long term. In this case, particular targets (on this occasion, reefs and fish) were already clearly outlined in the Bardi Jawi Indigenous Protected Area Management Plan 2013–2023. Prioritizing sampling effort to align with Ranger resource availability is a crucial component to the long-term success of any monitoring program. A major focus here was to develop a program which was practically achievable, while still meeting scientific monitoring objectives. Too onerous and the work may not be completed, too limited and the utility of the data rapidly diminishes. This trade-off required discussion, understanding, and agreement among the key workshop participants. Other considerations included fieldwork logistics, Traditional Owner inclusiveness (the responsibility to take care of particular areas of Country are usually designated to different clans or family groups), the avoidance of sacred and culturally restricted areas, and agreement on who would analyze and store the data. Once the ecological assets, geographic locations, and number of monitoring sites were identified against resource availability, a well-informed, culturally appropriate and considered sampling design was able to be generated (Figure 3).

Enabling Culturally Appropriate Marine Monitoring On-Country

The next step was for the scientists to provide scientific training (drawing on the SOPs) in the correct marine monitoring techniques to quantify fish and characterize the seafloor. Monitoring of fish through the use of BRUVS (Figure 4) and the seafloor through DropCam (Figure 5) has proven to be of particular interest for our Indigenous co-researchers in projects undertaken to date. The techniques combine simplicity with the latest camera and video technology which provides for an economical and efficient way to capture data that meets our criteria for monitoring (as outlined above). Practical experience of these two techniques is gained through hands-on practice in setup and use of equipment on land before actual sampling at the chosen monitoring locations. Personalized training provided during monitoring workshops is supplemented by the monitoring manual and accompanying instructional videos which provide step-by-step instructions on the process and can be used as a checklist and refresher in the future.

Using these practiced methods, fieldwork using the sampling design generated in the classroom commenced on Sea Country. In our experience, Indigenous Marine Rangers are highly skilled seamen and women and this step rarely brings practical challenges, but working side-by-side on Sea Country does reinforce the scientific principles of accuracy and repeatability, correct use of equipment and technology, and provides a realistic evaluation of how much time is needed to execute the entire marine monitoring sampling design that we developed together. By the end of the first day of sampling, the first year of the Bardi Jawi long-term marine monitoring program had begun, and the rangers were confident in their abilities to complete our co-developed program. On return from the field, the scientists demonstrated appropriate methods of downloading data, data storage...
Figure 3: Sampling design for the long-term monitoring of aarli (fish) and marnany (reefs) in Bardi Jawi Sea Country. The figure shows the location and map of Bardi Jawi Country in the western Kimberley region of Australia; the different benthic (seafloor) categories are overlaid onto the map alongside the locations of fish and benthic sampling sites. The 10 species of fish deemed culturally important to monitor are shown. The bottom shows the sampling design itself is made up of successive years of monitoring at prescribed places alongside the replication necessary to provide solid data.
Figure 4: Diagram showing the design (A), functioning (B), and deployment of Baited Remote Underwater Video Station units used here at a large inter-tidal rockpool (C) and in a sub-tidal mangrove habitat from a small vessel (D) in Bardi Jawi Sea Country in the remote southern Kimberley region of Australia.

Figure 5: Diagram showing the design (A), functioning (B), camera mount setup (C), and deployment of DropCam unit (D) used here on a coral reef site in Bardi Jawi Sea Country in the remote southern Kimberley region of Australia.
The auto-classification of DropCam images automates the production of data on the composition of the seafloor by identifying the items from five randomly placed squares. As the images are “scored,” a data-rich picture that characterizes the seafloor at each site and location in the monitoring design develops from hundreds of images. This general picture, unique to each sampling location, can be compared in successive years to indicate changes from year to year in seafloor components (e.g., coral cover). The auto-classification method employs artificial intelligence to “teach” itself, in essence gaining a higher degree of accuracy as more and more images are scored. In this image, the degree of confidence in the benthic classification for each square is given a percentage.

Figure 6: The auto-classification of DropCam images automates the production of data on the composition of the seafloor by identifying the items from five randomly placed squares. As the images are “scored,” a data-rich picture that characterizes the seafloor at each site and location in the monitoring design develops from hundreds of images. This general picture, unique to each sampling location, can be compared in successive years to indicate changes from year to year in seafloor components (e.g., coral cover). The auto-classification method employs artificial intelligence to “teach” itself, in essence gaining a higher degree of accuracy as more and more images are scored. In this image, the degree of confidence in the benthic classification for each square is given a percentage.

and backup, alongside preparations by the rangers for the following day’s fieldwork.

The final step took us back to the classroom to extract actual data from DropCam and BRUVS imagery for analysis and interpretation. In our experience, this is the most difficult part of the monitoring process for rangers and represents a major hurdle to the success of monitoring programs. Analysis of imagery can be time-consuming and laborious, requires consistency of operation, detailed taxonomic knowledge, as well as computer software skills. In many cases, these tasks are outside the area of interest of Indigenous Marine Rangers and successive years provide further opportunities to gain familiarity with this part of the monitoring process.

Thankfully, new cutting-edge technology is being developed that will overcome this current issue. The adoption of artificial intelligence (AI) in the marine monitoring space is being pioneered by scientists at AIMS and looks a strong candidate. Auto-classification of biological components in still (DropCamera) and video (BRUVS) imagery will enable Traditional Owners to better participate/engage in image analysis and streamline the monitoring process. The computer-driven auto-classification process extracts data from imagery rapidly and accurately, continually improving as images are assessed and data gathered (Figure 6). An obvious advantage is the time-saving potential of having this job automated.

Given image analysis is the greatest bottleneck in the current Indigenous Monitoring Program, computer-driven auto-classification technology would allow expansion of monitoring programs and higher
IAN-INTEGRATION AND APPLICATION NETWORK FOR SYMBOLS, SEASON WHEEL FROM THE BARDI JAWI COMMUNITY.
replication of sampling units to increase confidence of results or reduce the amount of time (and therefore costs) associated with implementing a monitoring program. The next stage of development of the auto-classification system encompasses taking the extracted data and analyzing it in a format that provides a “report card” on the status of fish and benthos relative to the previous year(s). This is still a little way off; however, computer programs are currently being developed towards this goal, and AIMS anticipates it will be able to provide simple automated report cards containing changes in benthic coverage of simple components like seagrass, hard and soft coral, sand, algae, rubble, etc. in the next 12 months. In the meantime, AIMS scientists are working with Rangers to analyze and interpret data from current marine monitoring activities manually.

Here we have provided one example of how scientists and traditional owners can work together towards a shared future that values all marine knowledge, marries scientific and Indigenous capabilities to monitor Sea Country, and ultimately better protects marine ecosystems for all Australians. We look forward to an exciting future as we continue to walk down this path with our existing and new Indigenous co-researchers and partner organizations. The “Old Way” has cared for Country for thousands of years; however, the “New Way” problems associated with the Anthropocene era are creating new challenges for traditional management. We are still at the beginning of the journey, but the lessons learned here have shown us that we can effectively work towards genuine cross-cultural monitoring and management practices. We are confident that adopting this two-way approach, which enables traditional knowledge and western science to enhance each other, will provide the best outcomes for the sustainable management of Australia’s marine environment (Figure 7).
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